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The Korean Wave – the phenomenon of Korean popular culture overseas – is enjoying immense popularity in Asia and, increasingly, in the world. However, Korean scholarship on the Korean Wave is incomplete. It tends to focus primarily on the vicissitudes of the Korean Wave in China and Japan or on its Western reception, while ignoring the phenomenon in Southeast Asia. By focusing on the case of Singapore, this talk provides an alternative perspective on the current Korean Wave literature. Specifically, it argues that the “banalization of foreign cultural reception” in Southeast Asia has contributed to the slow development of Korean Wave there compared to that in Northeast Asia. Located at the crossroads of diverse cultures and civilization, Southeast Asian countries have enjoyed a long history of importing and consuming an array of cultural and media products. This has conditioned audience reception to foreign media and dulled sensitivities to new cultural forms. However, it is the TV drama Jewel in the Palace, intended to revitalize the weakening Korean Wave in Northeast Asia, which has ignited the Korean Wave in Southeast Asia.
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